
Flat Plate Metal ranges are an elegant collection of wiring ac-
cessories with their unique ultra slim profile, blending traditional 
design with modern, through their finishes and styling. Flat Plate 
wiring accessories are a great way to add sophisticated touch to 
a traditional design.
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Lightswitches
A wide variety of switch types can be found here 
from 1gang & 2gang switches to Intermediate 
switches, available in rocker or toggle format 
across a wide range of finishes.
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Sockets
All your power socket requirements can be 
found here, from the standard twin switched 
socket to the latest offerings of Twin sockets with 
USB outlets. All with matching metal rockers and 
either white or black Insert’s.
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Power Switches
This is where your Connection Units & Control units can 
be found. This type of unit is required for the Isolation of 
appliances and shaver sockets for example.  The Power 
Switches are available in all decorative plate finishes and 
also with matching metal rockers and neon indicators.
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Dimmers
A comprehensive range of dimmers across all the finishes 
are available. Dimmers can be a great addition to your 
design, allowing you have control over light levels and 
create ambient mood lighting to suit any space.
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Datacom Plates & Modules
Are products designed with handling the transfer of 
data and media through telephone, computer, TV or 
radio. Datacom plates are available in both furnished 
and unfurnished. With a wide range of media modules 
available this allows for custom selections with the un-
furnished plates to suit your requirements.



Grid Switches and Plates
Gridswitch plates come completely unfurnished 
allowing a quick and easy configuration with the 
required switching modules. Grid switch modules 
available with engraving and also available in 
white, black or with matching metal rockers.
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